Postmigratory enteric and sympathetic neural precursors share common, developmentally regulated, responses to BMP2.
The development of enteric and sympathetic neurons from neural crest precursor cells is regulated by signals produced by the embryonic environments to which the cells migrate. Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are present in the developing embryo and act to induce neuronal differentiation and noradrenergic properties of neural crest cells. We have investigated the role of BMP2 in regulating the appearance of distinct populations of autonomic neurons from postmigratory, HNK-1-positive neural crest precursor cells. BMP2 promotes neuronal differentiation of sympathetic and enteric precursor cells isolated from E14.5 rat. The effects of BMP2 change over time, resulting in a decrease in neuron number that can be attributed to apoptotic cell death. BMP2-dependent neuron death is rescued by gut-derived factors that provide trophic support to maturing neurons, indicating that BMP2 regulates the acquisition of trophic dependence of developing peripheral neurons. In addition to regulating neuron number, BMP2 promotes both panneuronal maturation and the acquisition of an enteric phenotype, as measured by lineage-specific changes in the expression of tyrosine hydroxylase and MASH-1. While BMP2 is sufficient to induce neuronal differentiation and panneuronal development, these results suggest that additional factors in the environment must collaborate with BMP2 to promote the final noradrenergic phenotype of sympathetic neurons.